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Abstract

Non-availability of well annotated and bal-
anced datasets is considered as one of the ma-
jor hurdles in analysing and extracting mean-
ingful information from health-related tweets.
Herein, we present transformer based deep
learning binary classifiers for distinguishing
the health related tweets for the three shared
tasks 1a, 4 and 8 of the 6th edition of SMM4H
Workshop. We evaluate the different trans-
former based models viz. RoBERTa (for Task
1a & 4) and BioBERT (for Task 8), along
with various dataset balancing techniques. We
implement augmentation and sampling tech-
niques so as to improve performance on the
imbalanced datasets.

1 Introduction

Twitter has gained a huge popularity among all
the social media platforms, especially to share and
discuss information related to various aspects of
life, including health-related problems. Analysing
these health related Tweets and extracting the mean-
ingful information from them is an important task
for offering better health related services. With
the advancements in sequential deep models, Nat-
ural Language Processing (NLP) and underlying
processes got benefited from it and effective au-
tomation is introduced for the various NLP pro-
cesses to a great extent. Healthcare research com-
munity has developed a keen interest in processing
these health related information efficiently using
advancements of deep learning. The Sixth Social
Media Mining for Health Applications (SMM4H)
shared tasks focus on addressing such classic health
related problems applied to Twitter micro-corpus
(tweets) (Magge et al., 2021).

Our team participated in three different shared
binary classification tasks viz. Task 1a, Task 4, and
Task 8. Task 1a focuses on distinguishing tweets
mentioning adverse drug effects (ADE) from other
tweets (NoADE). (O’Connor et al., 2014) focused

on the identification of tweets mentioning drugs
having potential signals for ADEs. Task 4 focuses
on distinguishing tweets mentioning adverse poten-
tial outcomes (APO) from other tweets (NoAPO).
Task 8 focuses on segregating the tweets containing
self-reports (S) of breast cancer from other tweets
(NR). The datasets provided for the shared tasks 1a
and 8 are highly imbalanced. However, dataset for
the shared Task 4 is comparative balanced. Table
1 illustrates the underlying datasets characteristics
for the three shred tasks.

Due to the scarcity of users tweeting on health
topics, most of the datasets on these topics are
highly imbalanced in nature. (Mujtaba et al.,
2019) gives a broad overview on the various
balancing techniques applied on various medical
datasets. (Ebenuwa et al., 2019) demonstrates
the effect of strategies such as oversampling and
cost-sensitivity on various health-related datasets.
(Amin-Nejad et al., 2020; Tayyar Madabushi et al.,
2019) presents extension of this work on cost-
sensitivity to allow models such as BioBERT and
BERT to generalize well on imbalanced datasets.
(Liu et al., 2019; Akkaradamrongrat et al., 2019;
Padurariu and Breaban, 2019) also present strate-
gies such as text generation techniques, embedded
feature extraction methods to generalize the classi-
fier on an imbalanced dataset.

We propose transformer based classification
models for the binary classification for all the afore-
mentioned tasks. We especially address the class
imbalance in the datasets, for Task 1a and Task
8. We experiment with techniques such as under-
sampling, oversampling, and data augmentation
to address the datasets imbalance for these tasks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 covers the underlying datasets for the three
shared tasks, their characteristics, preprocessing
details, and sampling techniques to address the in-
herent imbalance in the dataset. Section 3 presents
the classification models for the shared tasks. Re-
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Table 1: Dataset characteristics for the shared tasks.

Task Label # Sample Instance

Task1a
ADE 1300

ooh me too! rt @xyle50ul: #schizophrenia #seroquel did not suit me at
all. had severe tremors and weight gain..

NoADE 17000
I need Temazepam and alprazolam.... Is there any doctor can prescribe

for me?? :/

Task 4
APO 2922

The LAST thing you wanna do is call my son "slow" or say he’s
"different than everyone else" because he’s a preemie.. Fuck off.

NoAPO 3565
I don’t usually use the term "rainbow baby" myself but I think it’s

incredibly brave when people share these... https://t.co/jjktHOewDz

Task 8
S 975

@arizonadelight i’m a breast cancer survivor myself so i understand the
scare.

NR 2840
All done, we done for raising awareness, I have a good friend battling

this at the moment #breastcancer.

sults and discussions are sketched in the Section 4.
Section 5 conclude the paper and presents future
research directions.

2 Dataset: Sampling Techniques and
Preprocessing

The datasets for the shared tasks were collected
in the form of English tweets. The datasets were
well annotated for each of the shared tasks. We ma-
jorly employ three dataset balancing techniques viz.
undersampling, oversampling, and augmentation.

2.1 Sampling Techniques

Under-sampling is performed to balance the data by
reducing the instances of the excessive class nearly
equal to the rare class. Over-sampling is the ap-
proach to duplicate the rare class instances, thus in-
creasing the number of samples of rare class to that
of the excess class in the dataset. We achieved this
either by addition of tweets of rare class with repe-
tition or using Synthetic Minority Over-Sampling
technique ( SMOTE) (Bowyer et al., 2011). Perfor-
mance of these sampling techniques for different
ratios of rare to excess class for the dataset of Task
1a on applying RoBERTa model are presented in
Figure 1. For our experiments, rare class is ADE
/ APO / S and excess class is NoADE / NoAPO /
NR for three datasets corresponding to three shared
tasks.

2.2 Data Augmentation

Data-Augmentation using the nlpaug library (Ma,
2019) is undertaken to balance the datasets. Syn-
thetic data of the rare class is added by generating
tweets with different spellings, synonyms, word-

embedding, contextual word-embedding of words
in-order to have artificial tweets look as natural as
real tweets. Data Augmentation is different from
Oversampling in the sense that data augmentation
adds variations in input text whereas oversampling
is not able to change the features of the text.

Figure 1: Sampling performance using RoBERTa
model for Task 1a.

2.3 Pre-processing

Before feeding the dataset to a text classification
model, we cleaned and preprocessed the tweets in
each of the datasets. For each tweet in the dataset,
we normalized usernames and keywords into re-
served keywords1. We also de-emojized the tweets
using the emoji package2 to replace the emojis with
relevant tags. Lastly, we expanded contractions3

1https://github.com/avian2/unidecode
2https://github.com/carpedm20/emoji
3https://github.com/kootenpv/contractions

https://github.com/avian2/unidecode
https://github.com/carpedm20/emoji
https://github.com/kootenpv/contractions
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Table 2: Datasets Characteristics for each of the three tasks.

Task 1a Task 4 Task 8
Corpus ADE NoADE # NoAPO APO # NR S #
Train Set 1235 16150 17385 3030 2484 5514 2615 898 3513
Valid Set 65 850 915 535 438 973 225 77 302
Test Set NA NA 10000 NA NA 10000 NA NA 1204

and lower-cased the text to present the data in a
much cleaner format.

3 System Description And Model

We employ transformer based models and their ar-
chitectural variants for all the shared tasks, along
with dataset balancing techniques described in the
previous section. For all the tasks, the experi-
ments have been performed using the scikit-learn,
Tensorflow4, PyTorch 5 and Flair (Akbik et al.,
2019) frameworks. Table 2 describes the three
datasets and their distribution in train, test, and
validation sets for training and evaluation of trans-
former based sequence models.

Figure 2: Proposed model architecture.

3.1 Classification Model

We mainly experimented with various tranformer
languages models such as BERT (Devlin et al.,
2018), DistilBert (Sanh et al., 2019), XLNET
(Yang et al., 2019), and RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019).
In addition to these routine transformer models, we
also experimented on health related architectural
variants such as BioBERT (Lee et al., 2019), BERT-
Epi (Müller et al., 2020) and BERTweet (Nguyen
et al., 2020). Table 3 presents the sample results

4https://www.tensorflow.org/
5https://pytorch.org/

of all these models for shared task 4. In the subse-
quent section, we demonstrated the results for the
best preforming transformer models for each of the
shared tasks. Furthermore, we penalized the loss of
the rare class with a loss weight two times the orig-
inal loss weight. We kept the loss weight for the
excess class as it is. We experimented each of the
models on four different versions of the underly-
ing dataset: Original, Undersampled, Oversampled
and Augmented. The architecture of our proposed
system is illustrated in Figure 2.

Table 3: Comparative results of various transformer
based models for the shared task 4.

Architecture xLR
(×10−6)

F1 Prec Recall

BERT 10 0.872 0.843 0.902
BERTweet 10 0.899 0.896 0.906
DistilBERT 50 0.835 0.839 0.831
RoBERTa 6 0.924 0.897 0.952
XLNET 5 0.903 0.922 0.886

BioBERT 5 0.874 0.859 0.890

3.2 Hyperparamter Tuning

All the experiments have been performed on Flair
Framework. We tried various ensemble of mod-
els – where, there were three models in each en-
semble – but, this didn’t draw good results on the
validation set, thus, we choose the final model as
a single transformer language model. Ensembling
didn’t work well as majority of the incorrectly pre-
dicted samples were predicted incorrectly by most
of the models in the ensemble. For Task 1 and
Task 4, we choose the final transformer model as
RoBERTa, and for Task 8 we made use of a health
related model trained on COVID19 related tweets
– BioBERT. We experimented with various hyper-
paramter settings such as learning rate, learning
rate decay, early stopping, varying batch size, and
number of epochs. Based on the various experi-
ments, we settled that the learning rate in the range
of 0.000006 - 0.00001, batch size of 8, patience of 2

https://www.tensorflow.org/
https://pytorch.org/
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and 3 epochs of training gave the best performance
on the models. The performance was measured
across standard metrics such as precision and re-
call, with the final determining metric being the
harmonic mean of precision and recall (F1-score)
for the rare classes.

4 Results & Discussions

All the experiments were performed on an Intel
core i5 CPU @2.50GHz, 8GB RAM machine hav-
ing 4 logical cores. The task wise results can be
presented as follows:

4.1 Task 1a: Adverse Drug Effect Mentions.
Table 4: Task 1a using RoBERTa (Learning Rate = 1×
10−5, Epochs = 3).

Validation set
Dataset F1 Precision Recall
Undersampled 0.5048 0.5561 0.4623
Oversampled 0.4361 0.4186 0.4553
Original 0.8136 0.9057 0.7385
Augmented 0.8433 0.8209 0.8572

Test set
Dataset F1 Precision Recall
Original 0.3 0.473 0.217
Augmented 0.4 0.405 0.401
Median 0.44 0.505 0.409
As we know, Task 1 is a highly imbalanced

dataset with the ratio of ADE to NoADE tweets be-
ing about 1:13. Table 4 presents the metrics on the
validation as well as test data for Task 1a. As it can
be observed, RoBERTa shows the best performance
on Augmented Dataset. Undersampling results in
underfitting the training model whereas oversam-
pling results in model overfitting. The probable rea-
son behind this is the sparse ADE samples present
in the dataset for the shared Task 1a. In contrast,
data augmentation results in increasing variations
in the training dataset, thus, we are able to general-
ize well as compared to the original dataset.

4.2 Task 4: Self-reporting Adverse
Pregnancy Outcome.

Similar to Section 4.1, RoBERTa model shows
the best performance on the validation set for the
shared Task 4 also, represented using Table 5. As
Task 4 dataset was comparatively balanced, there
was little motivation for using sampling techniques
on the dataset. Surprisingly, augmenting the data
couldn’t draw better F1 score.

4.3 Task 8: Breast Cancer Self-reports.
Task 8 is also an imbalanced dataset with the ra-
tio of Self-Reports to Non-Relevant Tweets being
about 1:3. Thus, similar to Section 4.1, we experi-
ment with all the four variations of the dataset. The
metrics on the validation and test data are presented
in Table 6. It can be seen that the model with the
best performance is on the augmented dataset. As
the imbalance in Task 8 was significantly lower
than that in Task 1, we observe better results for
this task.

Table 5: Task 4 using RoBERTa (Learning Rate = 6 ×
10−6, Epochs = 5).

Validation set
Dataset F1 Precision Recall
Original 0.9437 0.9251 0.9631
Augmented 0.9279 0.9028 0.9543

Test set
Dataset F1 Precision Recall
Original 0.93 0.9149 0.9412
Augmented 0.92 0.8919 0.948
Median 0.925 0.9183 0.9234

Table 6: Task 8 using BioBERT (Learning Rate = 5 ×
10−6, Epochs = 10).

Validation set
Dataset F1 Precision Recall
Undersampled 0.8182 0.7273 0.9351
Oversampled 0.828 0.8125 0.8442
Original 0.8707 0.9143 0.8313
Augmented 0.8947 0.9067 0.8831

Test set
Dataset F1 Precision Recall
Original 0.83 0.8441 0.8216
Augmented 0.84 0.8706 0.8084
Median 0.85 0.8701 0.8377

5 Conclusions

We proposed a text classification pipeline while
also making an attempt to handle dataset imbal-
ance corresponding to three different shared tasks
in SMM4H’21 (Magge et al., 2021). We conclude
that data augmentation gives best performance on
highly imbalanced datasets. Moreover, augmenta-
tion provides better results in case of comparatively
balanced datasets. As part of future work, addi-
tional experiments are planned to further analyze
strategies to improve the performance of the model
on the dataset.
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